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Saarinen House, the home of Finnish-American architect and designer Eliel Saarinen and
textile designer Loja Saarinen at Cranbrook Academy of Art, the graduate school in Bloomfield
Hills, Michigan, is an important 1920s American house and the site of a dramatic garden. This
book documents the history and diverse design elements of the house and garden, which have
been recently restored.
Photographs play a hugely influential but largely unexamined role in the practice of landscape
architecture and design. Through a diverse set of essays and case studies, this seminal text
unpacks the complex relationship between landscape architecture and photography. It
explores the influence of photographic seeing on the design process by presenting theoretical
concepts from photography and cultural theory through the lens of landscape architecture
practice to create a rigorous, open discussion. Beautifully illustrated in full color throughout,
with over 200 images, subjects covered include the diversity of everyday photographic
practices for design decision making, the perception of landscape architecture through
photography, transcending the objective and subjective with photography, and deploying
multiplicity in photographic representation as a means to better represent the complexity of the
discipline. Rather than solving problems and providing tidy solutions to the ubiquitous
relationship between photography and landscape architecture, this book aims to invigorate a
wider dialogue about photography's influence on how landscapes are understood, valued and
designed. Active photographic practices are presented throughout for professionals,
academics, students and researchers.
This book by architect and author Chapin describes existing pocket neighborhoods and cohousing communities--and provides inspiration for creating new ones.
Originally published in 1996, Stud: Architectures of Masculinity is an interdisciplinary
exploration of the active role architecture plays in the construction of male identity. Architects,
artists, and theorists investigate how sexuality is constituted through the organization of
materials, objects, and human subjects in actual space. This collection of essays and visual
projects critically analyzes the spaces that we habitually take for granted but that quietly
participates in the manufacturing of "maleness." Employing a variety of critical perspectives
(feminism, "queer theory," deconstruction, and psychoanalysis), Stud's contributors reveal how
masculinity, always an unstable construct, is coded in our environment. Stud also addresses
the relationship between architecture and gay male sexuality, illustrating the resourceful ways
that gay men have appropriated and reordered everyday public domains, from streets to sex
clubs, in the formation of gay social space.
Best known for her work at Princeton, Yale, and Dumbarton Oaks, Farrand (1872-1959), the
niece of Edith Wharton, was a landscape designer. She synthesized European traditions to
create an American style.
The current environmental crisis calls for a unified practice of landscape and architecture that
would allow buildings and landscapes to perform symbiotically to heal the environment. Over
the past ten years, a diverse group of architects, landscape architects, and artists have
undertaken groundbreaking projects that propose an integration of landscape and architecture,
dissolving traditional distinctions between building and environment. Groundwork: Between
Landscape and Architecture examines twenty-five projects, on an international scale, that
consider landscape and architecture as true reciprocal entities. Groundwork divides the
projects into three design directions: Topography, Ecology, and Biocomputation. Topographic
designers create projects that manipulate the ground to merge building and landscape as in
Cairo Expo City in Egypt (Zaha Hadid Architects), Island City Central Park Grin Grin in
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Fukuoka, Japan (Toyo Ito & Associates) and the City of Culture of Galicia in Santiago de
Compostela, Spain (Eisenman Architects). Ecologic designers develop environments that
address issues such as energy climate and remediation, such as I’m Lost In Paris in France
(R&Sie(n)), Turistroute in Eggum, Norway (Snøhetta) and Parque Atlántico in Santander,
Cantabria, Spain (Batlle i Roig Arquitectes). Biocomputation designers use digital technologies
to align biology and design in projects such as the Grotto Concept (Aranda/Lasch), North Side
Copse House in West Sussex, England (EcoLogicStudio) and Local Code: Real Estates
(Nicolas de Monchaux.) What these projects all have in common is a desire to pay attention
and homage to the liminal space where indoors and outdoors meet. The critical connection
between natural and synthetic, exterior and interior space, paves the way toward a more
inclusive—and indeed more alive—conceptualization of the physical world.
Digital mapping techniques have altered profoundly the ways we measure and represent
space. Combining the insights of designers, theorists, engineers and artists, this volume
examines these and related issues, providing an examination of emerging cartographic
practices (such as MRI and 3D scanning technology) in the digital age.
"Courtyards presents a survey of courtyards, contemporary design guidelines, and a diverse
selection of examples. Readers will acquire a basic understanding of the balance that must
exist between garden and building, including practical advice for planting."--BOOK JACKET.
Scholars and artists revisit a hugely influential essay by Rosalind Krauss and map the
interactions between art and architecture over the last thirty-five years. Expansion,
convergence, adjacency, projection, rapport, and intersection are a few of the terms used to
redraw the boundaries between art and architecture during the last thirty-five years. If
modernists invented the model of an ostensible “synthesis of the arts,” their postmodern
progeny promoted the semblance of pluralist fusion. In 1979, reacting against contemporary
art's transformation of modernist medium-specificity into postmodernist medium multiplicity, the
art historian Rosalind Krauss published an essay, “Sculpture in the Expanded Field,” that laid
out in a precise diagram the structural parameters of sculpture, architecture, and landscape
art. Krauss tried to clarify what these art practices were, what they were not, and what they
could become if logically combined. The essay soon assumed a canonical status and affected
subsequent developments in all three fields. Retracing the Expanded Field revisits Krauss's
hugely influential text and maps the ensuing interactions between art and architecture.
Responding to Krauss and revisiting the milieu from which her text emerged, artists, architects,
and art historians of different generations offer their perspectives on the legacy of “Sculpture in
the Expanded Field.” Krauss herself takes part in a roundtable discussion (moderated by Hal
Foster). A selection of historical documents, including Krauss's essay, presented as it
appeared in October, accompany the main text. Neither eulogy nor hagiography, Retracing the
Expanded Field documents the groundbreaking nature of Krauss's authoritative text and
reveals the complex interchanges between art and architecture that increasingly shape both
fields. Contributors Stan Allen, George Baker, Yve-Alain Bois, Benjamin Buchloh, Beatriz
Colomina, Penelope Curtis, Sam Durant, Edward Eigen, Kurt W. Forster, Hal Foster, Kenneth
Frampton, Branden W. Joseph, Rosalind Krauss, Miwon Kwon, Sylvia Lavin, Sandro
Marpillero, Josiah McElheny, Eve Meltzer, Michael Meredith, Mary Miss, Sarah Oppenheimer,
Matthew Ritchie, Julia Robinson, Joe Scanlan, Emily Eliza Scott, Irene Small, Philip Ursprung,
Anthony Vidler
Is there a greener gender? Studies show that women are more likely than men to support
environmental causes through voting, activism, and consumer choices. What are the
implications for the design industry? Does sustainable design have special appeal for women,
and do they in turn offer something unique to the field? In Women in Green: Voices of
Sustainable Design, Kira Gould and Lance Hosey explore these questions through informal
conversations with architects, designers, consultants, policymakers, educators, and students.
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What they find is that women may be changing how we all see our world and our work.
Essential site planning and design strategies, up-to-date with the latest sustainable
development techniques Discover how to incorporate sound environmental considerations into
traditional site design processes. Written by a licensed landscape architect with more than 20
years of professional experience, this authoritative guide combines established approaches to
site planning with sustainable practices and increased environmental sensitivity. Fully revised
and updated, Site Planning and Design Handbook, Second Edition discusses the latest
standards and protocols-including LEED. The book features expanded coverage of green site
design topics such as water conservation, energy efficiency, green building materials, site
infrastructure, and brownfield restoration. This comprehensive resource addresses the
challenges associated with site planning and design and lays the groundwork for success. Site
Planning and Design Handbook, Second Edition explains how to: Integrate sustainability into
site design Gather site data and perform site analysis Meet community standards and
expectations Plan for pedestrians, traffic, parking, and open space Use grading techniques to
minimize erosion and maximize site stability Implement low-impact stormwater management
and sewage disposal methods Manage brownfield redevelopment Apply landscape ecology
principles to site design Preserve historic landscapes and effectively utilize vegetation
Looks at the history of lawns, discusses the ecological impact of lawn care, and argues that
Americans must change the way they care for their lawns
Since the first edition was published in 1961, Landscape Architecture: A Manual of
Environmental Planning and Design has outlined the land-planning process in clear, simple,
and practical terms. The revised edition of the book that has for decades provided instruction
on the planning of workable and well-related use area, taking into consideration the volumetric
shaping of exterior spaces, exploring the possibilities of site-structure organization, applying
contemporary thinking to the planning of human habitations and communities, and providing
guidance on creating more efficient and pleasant places within the context of the city and the
region contains information on sustainable planning, design, and management along with
crucial information regarding water conservation, water management, and stormwater
management--and new and updated color photographs!
No Marketing Blurb
"Gives voice to more than fifty extraordinary people who are currently engaged with this
transformation. These individuals form a diverse community that cuts across professional
disciplines, cultural, linguistic and gergraphical boundaries. They share a belief that they can
make a difference through their varied efforts to expand living architectural approaches that
result in biophilic, restorative buildings and healthier and more resilient communities."
Diana Balmori, an innovative and influential landscape architect in the field of urban design,
makes the case for landscape as an art in her timely and provocative manifesto. This book
presents Balmori’s most complete vision yet of the theory and practice of urban landscape
design as a discipline that combines the science of ecology with the formal aspects of
aesthetics. Here, Balmori advocates a new formal language that reflects a philosophical shift in
our traditional understanding of nature, along with “realignments” in how humans relate to
nature and live in our world today, changes that will shape the livable city of the future. A
Landscape Manifesto includes discussions of urban ecology, environmental conservation, and
environmentally beneficial building techniques. Projects by Balmori Associates, which include
the Memphis Riverfront and a port area newly reclaimed by the Guggenheim Bilbao, illuminate
Balmori’s innovations. Featuring an introduction by Michel Conan, one of landscape
architecture’s most respected historians, Balmori’s book heralds a significant development in
the literature of landscape architecture.

Specifically written for contractors and small businesses carrying out small works,
this second edition of Spon's Estimating Cost Guide to Small Groundworks,
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Landscaping Work and Gardening contains accurate information on thousands of
rates, each broken down to labour, material overheads and profit. This is the first
book to focus on this range of external work, including garden maintenance work
on blocks of flats and individual houses, schools and sports fields, garden
makeovers, laying patios and paths, small land drainage schemes on farmland,
and small-scale local authority maintenance work.
GroundworkBetween Landscape and ArchitectureThe Monacelli Press, LLC
Jimmy's garden on the Lower East Side of Manhattan--an assortment of stones
and garbage bags, five tires, a chair, a skid, a refrigerator shelf, some ailanthus
trees and goldfish, a wooden fence, and a pond with water carried by hand from
a nearby fire hydrant--was recently bulldozed by the city. Jimmy then
disappeared. Anna's garden is surrounded by a tall chainlink fence and filled with
a menagerie of dolls and stuffed animals. The animals are whole, the dolls are
maimed. Anna is a recluse who speaks to no one. The neighbors say she was in
a concentration camp as a child. Gardens have always been associated with
wealth and leisure, viewed as an addition to home. In this remarkable book a
landscape architect and a photographer show us, in word and pictures, gardens
built by homeless or impoverished New York City inhabitants. Like traditional
gardens, these spaces are designed for pleasure, social activity, or private
retreat. Unlike traditional gardens, they are connected to a more active and
ephemeral use of the land. Transitory gardens speak the language of our times:
here we find the reuse of nearly everything discarded, a sparing use of water and
plant materials, an economical treatment of space, and a penchant for icons,
toys, flags, and symbols of freedom and nationality. The gardens expand our
definition of what makes a garden and what its design means for its creator.
Diana Balmori's commentary and Margaret Morton's photographs combine with
the garden-makers' own descriptions to encourage us to take note of gardens
grown in unlikely places, on abandoned, littered lots, bounded by debris. By
focusing on what homeless people make not for material comfort but from social
and spiritual need, the book offers insight into both the meaning of landscape and
the place of a garden in the life of an individual under duress.
This book examines the three principal value systems which influence landscape
architectural practice: the aesthetic, the social and the environmental, and seeks
to discover the role that the profession should be playing now and for the future.
The book integrates an investigation of historical sources with contemporary
research into the beliefs and values of practitioners. The book raises questions
such as: should landscape architecture aspire to the status of an art form? What
is the relationship between aesthetics and ecology? Does landscape architecture
have a social mission?
In the era of the Anthropocene, site matters are more pressing than ever.
Building on the concepts, theories, and multi-disciplinary approaches raised in
the first edition, this publication strives to address the changes that have taken
place over the last 15 years with new material to complement and re-position the
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initial volume. Reaching across design disciplines, this highly illustrated
anthology assembles essays from architects, landscape architects, urban
designers, planners, historians, and artists to explore ways to physically and
conceptually engage site. Thoughtful discourse and empirically grounded pieces
combine to provide the language and theory to contextualize the meanings of site
in the built environment. The increasingly complex hybridity of constructed
environments today demands new tools for thinking about and working with site.
Drawing contributions from outside and within the traditional design disciplines,
this edition will trace important developments in site thinking with new essays on
topics such as climate change, landscape as infrastructure, shifts from global to
planetary urbanization debates, and the proliferation of participatory site
transformation practices. Edited by two leading practitioners and academics, Site
Matters juxtaposes timeless contributions from individuals including Elizabeth
Meyer, Robert Beauregard, and Robin Dripps with original new writings from
Peter Marcuse, Jane Wolff, Neil Brenner, and Thaisa Way, amongst others, to
recontextualize and reignite the debate around site. An ideal text for students,
academics, and researchers interested in site and design theory.
One of the trends in twentieth century architecture and planning has been to
denigrate and ignore the site, or larger context (both physical and social),
surrounding a building or set of buildings. Focussing on Le Corbusier's designs,
Site Matters presents that first considered theory and vocabulary for the
inevitable reaction against Modernism in planning, beginning in the 1960s and
swelling through the 1980s as architects and planners alike developed a new
appreciation of site, reincorporating the wider context into their plans. Theoretical
essays and empirically grounded pieces combine to provide the language and
theory of this re-emergence of site, looking at Le Corbusier's designs,
contemporary suburbs, and the planning agendas involved at the World Trade
Center site. Groundbreaking and innovative, Site Matters provides valuable
theory and vocabulary for planners and architects.
The United States audience for this book includes landscape architects (23,000),
architects (113,000), engineers (228,000), urban planners (32,000), landscape
architecture students (7,000) 400-plus full-color photos and diagrams Topics new
to this edition include climate, new weather patterns, water resource
management, new urbanism and growth management and parking and mass
transit
How to tackle representation in landscape design Representation is a hot topic in
landscape architecture. Whilecomputerization has been a catalyst for change
across many fieldsin design, no other design field has experienced such
drasticreinvention as has landscape architecture. As the world urbanizesrapidly
and our relationship with nature changes, it is vitallyimportant that landscape
designers adopt innovative forms ofrepresentation—whether digital, analog, or
hybrid. In this book, author Diana Balmori explores notions ofrepresentation in
the discipline at large and across time. Shetakes readers from landscape
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design's roots in seventeenth-centuryFrance and eighteenth-century England
through to modern attempts atrepresentation made by contemporary landscape
artists. Addresses a central topic in the discipline of landscapearchitecture
Features historic works and those by leading contemporarypractitioners, such as
Bernard Lassus, Richard Haag, Stig LAndersson, Lawrence Halprin, and Patricia
Johanson Written by a renowned practitioner and educator Features 150 fullcolor images Drawing and Reinventing Landscape, AD Primer is aninformative
investigation of beauty in landscape design, offeringinspiring creative
perspectives for students and professionals.
How to tackle representation in landscape design Representation is a hot topic in landscape
architecture. While computerization has been a catalyst for change across many fields in
design, no other design field has experienced such drastic reinvention as has landscape
architecture. As the world urbanizes rapidly and our relationship with nature changes, it is
vitally important that landscape designers adopt innovative forms of representation whether
digital, analog, or hybrid. In this book, author Diana Balmori explores notions of representation
in the discipline at large and across time. She takes readers from landscape design?s roots in
seventeenth–century France and eighteenth–century England through to modern attempts at
representation made by contemporary landscape artists. Addresses a central topic in the
discipline of landscape architecture Features historic works and those by leading contemporary
practitioners, such as Bernard Lassus, Richard Haag, Stig L Andersson, Lawrence Halprin,
and Patricia Johanson Written by a renowned practitioner and educator Features 150 full–color
images Drawing and Reinventing Landscape, AD Primer is an informative investigation of
beauty in landscape design, offering inspiring creative perspectives for students and
professionals.
New technologies, new design techniques and a demand for enhanced environmental
performance have provoked a re-thinking of architecture's relationship to the ground. Some of
today's most innovative buildings no longer occupy a given site but, instead, construct the site
itself. Landform Building sets out to examine the many manifestations of landscape and
ecology in contemporary architectural practice: not as a cross-disciplinary phenomenon
(architects working in the landscape) but as new design techniques, new formal strategies and
technical problems within architecture.
These essays address the intersections between Shakespeare, history and the present using a
variety of new and established methodological approaches, from phenomenology and
ecocriticism to the new economics and aesthetics.
This book features the major works of Diana Balmori and her landscape and urban design firm,
Balmori Associates. Three types of work are presented: public linear parks, institutional work
(usually University campuses), and public plazas for corporate clients. Ms. Balmori's range is
revealed in additional sections on urban furniture and her art exhibit Shadows and Reflections.
Form and Fabric in Landscape Architecture provides an original, visual approach to the study
of landscape architecture by creating a spatial morphology based on use and experience of
landscapes. It explores aesthetic, spatial and experiential concepts by providing a structure
through which landscapes can be understood and conceived in design. 'Fabric' is the
integrated structure of whole landscapes, while 'form' refers to the components that make up
this fabric. Together form and fabric create a morphology of landscape useful for the
development of visual-spatial design thinking and awareness. This book is intended as both an
introduction to the discipline for students of landscape architecture, architecture and planning,
and a source of continuing interest for more experienced environmental designers.
The most comprehensive, current guide to the theory and practice of landscape architecture
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For more than 50 years, this pioneering guide has served as the foremost resource on the
principles and practices of landscape architecture. Now, the book has been revised to address
the latest developments in the field, providing a comprehensive, current presentation of the
profession. Richly illustrated with more than 400 full-color images, Landscape Architecture,
Fifth Edition, explains how to plan and design for the human use of land with the least
environmental impact. This updated volume offers new coverage of important topics such as
sustainability, climate change, water conservation, land reuse, urban agriculture, stormwater
management, low-impact design, and much more. This definitive reference: Introduces the
fundamentals of site and environmental planning Describes the planning constraints imposed
by the forms, forces, and features of nature and our built environment Addresses climate and
its design implications Discusses site selection and analysis Instructs in the planning of
workable and well-related use areas Describes the volumetric shaping of exterior spaces
Explores site-structure relationships and organization Applies contemporary thinking in the
planning of expressive human habitations and communities Landscape Architecture, Fifth
Edition, preserves the essential character and timelessness of the original classic while
incorporating up-to-date advancements in the profession. Extensively revised and filled with
more than 400 contemporary full-color images, Landscape Architecture, Fifth Edition, remains
the quintessential resource on planning for the human use of land in harmony with the
environment. The book presents a systematic approach to the creation of more usable,
efficient, and attractive outdoor spaces and places. Teaching diagrams, plans, photographs,
and graphics--including the works of many of the world's leading landscape architects and
firms--are featured throughout. This thoroughly modernized classic offers new coverage of:
Sustainability Climate change and global warming Water preservation and water rights Land
reuse and brownfield redevelopment GIS mapping Invasive species Urban agriculture and
urban forestry Stormwater management Low-impact design Complete streets New Urbanism,
Smart Growth, and Traditional Neighborhood Development Landscape Architecture, Fifth
Edition, addresses every aspect of site and environmental planning, design, and
implementation, including: The most comprehensive, current guide to the theory and practice
of landscape architecture The human habitat and sustainability Climate Water Land Vegetation
The visual landscape Topography Community planning and growth management Rational land
use planning Urban design Site planning Site spaces Circulation Structures Landscape
planting
This new edition, which is being reissued in a more artistic format and with many additional
illustrations, updates the original text and adds a chapter showing what progress has been
made in the ecological management of landscapes over the past decade."--BOOK JACKET.
Climate change, natural resource use, population shifts, and many other factors have all
changed the demands we place on landscape designs. Projects now have to help connect
neighborhoods, absorb stormwater, cool urban centers, and provide wildlife habitats.
Landscapes of Change examines how these challenges drive the design process, inspire new
design strategies, and result in innovative works that are redefining the field of landscape
architecture. In 25 case studies from around the world, Roxi Thoren explores how the site can
serve as the design generator, describing each project through the physical, material,
ecological, and cultural processes that have shaped the site historically and continue to shape
these ground-breaking projects.

As ecology becomes the new engineering, the projection of landscape as
infrastructure—the contemporary alignment of the disciplines of landscape architecture,
civil engineering, and urban planning— has become pressing. Predominant challenges
facing urban regions and territories today—including shifting climates, material flows,
and population mobilities, are addressed and strategized here. Responding to the
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under-performance of master planning and over-exertion of technological systems at
the end of twentieth century, this book argues for the strategic design of "infrastructural
ecologies," describing a synthetic landscape of living, biophysical systems that operate
as urban infrastructures to shape and direct the future of urban economies and cultures
into the 21st century. Pierre Bélanger is Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture
and Co-Director of the Master in Design Studies Program at Harvard University’s
Graduate School of Design. As part of the Department of Landscape Architecture and
the Advansed Studies Program, Bélanger teaches and coordinates graduate courses
on the convergence of ecology, infrastructure and urbanism in the interrelated fields of
design, planning and engineering. Dr. Bélanger is author of the 35th edition of the
Pamphlet Architecture Series from Princeton Architectural Press, GOING LIVE: from
States to Systems (pa35.net), co-editor with Jennifer Sigler of the 39th issue of Harvard
Design Magazine, Wet Matter, and co-author of the forthcoming volume ECOLOGIES
OF POWER: Mapping Military Geographies & Logistical Landscapes of the U.S.
Department of Defense. As a landscape architect and urbanist, he is the recipient of the
2008 Canada Prix de Rome in Architecture and the Curator for the Canada Pavilion ad
Canadian Exhibition, "EXTRACTION," at the 2016 Venice Architecture Biennale
(extraction.ca).
Since the first edition was published in 1992, Nick Robinson's The Planting Design
Handbook has been widely used as a definitive text on landscape architecture courses
throughout the world. It remains one of the few titles written by a practicing landscape
architect and educator who is also a horticulturalist and accomplished plantsman, and
which deals with the application of planting design on a large scale in landscape
architecture and urban design projects. The Planting Design Handbook is distinctive for
its elegant integration of an ecological approach with an understanding of visual and
spatial composition. It emphasizes the role of vegetation layers and designed plant
communities in complex and diverse plant assemblages for all kinds of sites and uses.
This expanded and comprehensively updated third edition still provides a complete
examination of principles and practice of design for public, institutional and private
landscapes. It takes account of developments in theory and practice, especially in the
use of perennials, and reflects a variety of media and approaches current in landscape
architecture and design. All chapters have been revised and re-written to ensure
updated references and new references have been added. Many new photographs of
planting and projects around the world have been included, with examples of current
professional drawings to illustrate the design process. It is generously illustrated,
including a colour section and the beautifully detailed line drawings of the Chinese
architect and painter Jia-Hua Wu.
The story of how plants and flowers have shaped interior design for over 200 years
From ferns in 19th-century British parlors to contemporary "living walls" in commercial
spaces, plants and flowers have long been incorporated into the design of public and
private spaces. Spanning two centuries, Nature Inside explores the history and
popularity of indoor plants, revealing the close relationship between architecture,
interior design, and nature. Studying the international modern interior through the lens
of plants in the human environment, author Penny Sparke attributes a degree of the
interest in indoor plants to urbanization, and, more recently, the climate crisis, which
serve as ongoing reminders that people must maintain a connection to, and respect for,
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the natural world. While architectural and interior design styles have evolved alongside
the popularity of various plant species, the human need to bring nature indoors has
remained constant.
Landscape architects are involved in a variety of projects, including reclamation,
restoration, and the design of crucial ifrastructure.
Land and Natural Development (LAND) Code offers a pioneering method to develop
sites in harmony with natural processes. While the LAND Code can be readily used in
conjunction with LEED, EPA, and other guidelines, it features several unique
characteristics, including recommendations based on peer-reviewed scientific research,
a system that is accessible to non-experts, and extensive use of photographs and
diagrams to illustrate practices and procedures.
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